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A bad workman never gets 
a good tool. 
Thomas Fuller 
MS Society hosts 
largest Walk ever 
BYSHAIENFAIRBANKS 
As,t4t4,4 Flews gAitor 
In celebration of 50 years of ser-
vice, the Western Washington 
Chapter of the National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society is planning its 
largest MS Walk for Multiple Scle-
rosis on April 13 in Tacoma, and 
April 14 in Seattle. 
The 7th annual walk is dedicated 
to the six MS Honorees who are 
people living positive lives despite 
their disease. 
The routes for both walks are 9.3 
miles and offer rest stops and a Fin-
ish Line Party featuring lunch and 
entertainment. The 1996 MS Walk 
Honorees will greet walkers as they 
cross the. .fmish:.,Une. 
. 
The T4ttiineWilk begins and 
ends iiaPOintpellance Park and the 
tleNidt buns and cads 
gRROOg 
asloorras: 
Each walk site will feature 
a"Wall of Hope," which will dis-
play inspirational messages con-
cerning Multiple Sclerosis and the 
people living with the disease. 
Anyone may contribute to the 
Wall. 
A minimum of $50 in pledges is 
required to participate. Proceeds 
from the event will go towards re-
search efforts and local services for 
the estimated 5,000 people in West-
ern Washington with Multiple 
Sclerosis. 
Entrants can earn prizes for their 
fundraising efforts. The grand 
prize for the event is a trip for two 
to Southern California. The trip 
includes passes to Disneyland, 
Universal Studios and Knott's 
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Feminist Roy explores ecology through dance 
• In honor of 
the Year of 
the Asian 
Pacific 
American, Roy 
celebrates 
minds, bodies 
BY DEBBIE AVNER 
eo.tribmtikog pitor 
Ratna Roy, a faculty member from 
Evergreen State College in Olympia, 
presented her program 
"Ecofeminism Through Perfor-
mance" on Monday, March 4 in 
Kilworth Chapel. The performance 
was sponsored by ASUPS Lectures, 
Women's Studies, WA Commission 
For the Humanities, the Year of the 
Asian Pacific American, and 
Women's History Month. She fo-
cused her hour long lecture/dance 
performance on the ideal of relocat-
ing "interconnectedness" in our cul-
ture and the embracement of 
Ecofeminism. 
"Civilization has caused a di-
chotomy in our culture between na-
ture (woman) and man. We are no 
longer in alignment with nature," 
said Roy. According to Roy, this 
theory of connectedness and whole-
ness among all aspects of nature can 
be defined as Ecofeminism. 
Born in India, Roy has always 
been surrounded with the ideals of 
wholeness in nature. Roy stated that 
there is a dichotomy between men 
and women. Women have a role in 
society, named by society and 
obeyed by society. 
Roy addressed the issue that 
women are thought to be connected 
with intuition and emotion while 
men are connected with reason. 
"There needs to be a balance and an 
interconnectedness between the 
two," she said. 
Roy contests that this ideal is not 
held strictly to gender, but to race 
and sociology as well. "There is a 
social difference between the rich 
and the poor and between the races," 
Roy said. 
During her lecture she not only 
informed the audience of the defini-
tion of Ecofeminism, but also pre- 
sented the question of "why are we 
finding Ecofeminism so difficult to 
achieve and why is it that we, as a 
first world country, can't do what 
women in a third world country do 
and what constraints do we have in 
our society that are holding us 
back?" 
Roy's mission is to eliminate the 
unspoken rule that reason is better 
than intuition and emotion. Roy said 
that reason is expressed through 
speech and she is here to show that 
intuition and emotion can be ex-
pressed just as powerfully through 
dance. 
"Why should we not celebrate our 
bodies along and equally with our 
minds?" Roy said. 
"No longer should there be a defi-
nition on what women should be or 
a definition of what a rich or poor 
country should be and so on...we 
need to move forward and deminish 
these social constraints." 
Roy will present "Exposed," a the-
atre and dance performance, on Fri-
day, March 8 and Saturday, March 
9 at the Experimental Theatre at 
Evergreen State College in Olympia. 
For more information call 866-2695. 
RATNA ROY, an instructor at Evergreen State College 
asks: "Is reason better than emotion and intuition?" 
Plans for Casino Night underway 
BY SHALEN FAIRBANKS 
Assistant news gAibr 
At 7:00 p.m. on March 23 the 
Wheelock Student Center will be-
come a roaring 20's gambling hall. 
Sponsored by RHAC, AS UPS and 
other campus organizations, this 
year's Casino Night will feature a 
comedian, talent show, jazz quintet 
and gambling. The theme for this 
year is "Untouchable Class" from 
the 20's. 
"We have fewer prizes 
than last year, but all the 
prizes we have received 
are pretty substantial." 
	 Jamie Kilb 
Benefits from the evening will be 
donated to the Access for College 
Initiative and the Kids Can Do Pro-
gram. 
Gambling begins at 8:00 p.m. 
and will go until 11:00 p.m. The 
UPS Jazz Quintet will play from 
11:00 p.m. to Midnight. They will 
play danceable tunes from the 20's 
as well as some swing. 
In keeping with the year of the 
Asian Pacific Islander, comedian 
Arnold Mukai will put on a half hour 
show as well as emcee the talent 
show. 
The talent show is new to Casino 
Night. It is open to all and a $50 
grand prize will be awarded to the 
winner. 
"We have fewer prizes than last 
year," said Jamic Kilb "but all the 
prizes we have received are pretty 
substantial." Some of the prizes in-
clude, a night for two at La Quinta 
Inn, free skydiving and a $50 gift  
certificate from Azarra Salons. The 
grand prize for the biggest casino 
winner is a night for two at Com-
mencement Bay Bed and Breakfast 
in Tacoma. 
Casino Night is open to the entire 
community. "There will be some 
staff and faculty present and help-
ing out," said Michael Elliott. 
"There will also be people from the 
community." 
Admission to the event is $4 at the 
Information Center and $5 at the 
door. Food and drink will be avail-
able. 
But saunas are 
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Events planned 
for National 
Women's 
Awareness 
Week 
The "City of Tacoma's Annual 
Women's Awareness Week" will 
take place from March 8-15. Spon-
sored by the Women's Rights Di-
vision of the City of Tacoma, the 
theme for the 22nd Annual 
Women's Celebration is "Talking 
Circle: Transcultural Communica-
tion." 
Educational and career-oriented 
workshops will cover historical 
contributions of women, equal op-
portunity, legal rights and personal 
development. 
Storytellers will be at the Antique 
Sandwich Company on March 8 
and at Borders Books and Music 
on March 14. Workshops and sto-
rytellers are free and open to the 
public. 
Dr. Terry Tafoya will start the 
week off with a luncheon at the 
Tacoma Dome on March 11. Res-
ervations are required and tickets 
are $10.50. Tafoya will speak on 
"When 'OK' Doesn't Always 
Mean 'Yes': Gender, Ethnic and 
Sexual Orientation Differences." 
For more information about any 
of the events contact the City of 
Tacoma Women's Rights Division 
at 591-5161. 
27th Annual 
Women's 
League Flea 
Market 
The University of Puget Sound 
Women's League will host its 27th 
annual Flea Market on Saturday, 
March 16 from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m in the Fieldhouse. Admission 
to the event is $1. 
Each year the Flea Market earns 
approximately $10,000 to put to-
wards student scholarships. 
For more information on the 
event contact Gretchen Millie at 
(360) 663-2241. 
CIAC Puget 
Pacer benefits 
Kids Can Do 
The Community Involvement 
and Action Center is preparing for 
the first annual Puget Pacer to ben-
efit the Kids Can Do Program. 
The Puget Pacer will take place 
on Saturday, April 27 from 8:30 to 
noon at Baker Stadium. The entry 
fee is $10 for participants over 14 
and $7 for participants under 14. 
A variety of events are planned 
including a kids fun run and a 5K 
walk/run. There will prizes, mu-
sic and food. Prizes will be 
awarded to the first and second 
place male/female winners in the 
fun run and 5K. 
For more information contact 
CIAC at x3767. 
rimes On Campus 
Crimes On Campus 
Crimes On Campus 
February 27, 1996 Through March 4, 1996 
Feb. 27 @ 12:30 p.m. 
A staff member reported to Security that the slide projector 
cabinet in a Thompson Hall lecture room had been vandalized. It 
appeared as if someone tried to pry it open. 
Feb. 27 @ 8:47 p.m. 
A student reported to Security that her jacket was stolen from the 
Library basement. She had left it unattended for approximately 5 
minutes. 
Feb. 28 @ 4:13 p.m. 
A student reported to Security that her purse was stolen from the 
student lounge in the Music Building. The purse was left unse- 
cured in the room for 1.5 hours. 
Feb. 29 @ 2:00 p.m. 
A student reported he was stopped while riding his bicycle near 
North 10th and Alder Streets by 5-6 suspects who demanded 
money. One of the suspects held a baseball bat which he swung 
once at the student, but missed. The student was not injured. He 
fled on his bicycle and gave no money to the suspects. The 
suspects were discribed by the student as being 15-16 years old and 
driving a older green American-made sedan. 
Mar. 3 @ 5:49 pm 
A student reported that the air was let out of a tire on his vehicle 
while it was parked near North 14th and Union Streets. 
Mar. 4 @ 12:50 p.m. 
A student reported that her portable tape/CD player was stolen 
from a locked lab in Thompson Hall. She left the player in the 
room for the weekend and returned to find it missing. Several other 
students have keys to the room. 
Mar. 4 @ 3:00 p.m. 
A student reported his keys were stolen from his desk in a 
Thompson Hall lab. The desk is in a locked room that several other 
students have keys to. 
**Please contact Security Services at ext. 3311 if you have any 
information about the incidents described above. All information is 
kept confidential. 
What do you think 
should be done with 
Schiff Hall? 
,,rnas it can 
be trinnsforined 
into another 
fitness center 
with a juice bar 
and saunas... Of 
rtS 
t it?" 
Photos  by Ben Udkow 
a haven for disease! 
Security explains 
emergency procedures 
PRESS RELEASE 
The University of Puget Sound 
emergency calling procedures were 
developed in accordance with City 
emergency response agency recom-
mendations. 
Similar to many other multi-build-
ing entities with on-site phone sys-
tems, 911 calls from campus phones 
do not display precise campus build-
ing and room addresses on the City 
911 computer system. Precise ad-
dress information is critical for dis-
patching response agencies. In ad-
dition, City response staff cannot 
easily locate buildings and rooms on 
our 90-acre campus without direct 
assistance by University Security 
staff. 
Based on City emergency service 
staff guidance, the University uses 
the following procedures: When 
3311 calls are placed from campus 
phones, the precise call location 
(building room and phone number) 
is visually displayed on Security 
phones. Security staff can coordinate 
response to the emergency, even if 
a caller is unable to report, or inac-
curately reports, the exact location. 
If City police, fire or medical as-
sistance is required, Security staff 
immediately contacts City dispatch-
ers (i.e. 911) by radio or phone while 
Security staff are being dispatched 
to the emergency. Security staff pro-
vide initial incident response, as well 
as meet and guide City staff to the 
emergency location. 
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Saving Face Pure Plant Skin Care 
{Aveda Botanical Kinetics? purely superior forMulas for the look and 
feel of radiant, healthy skin. Visit our salon and experience the benefits of 
these extraordinary -skin care formulations. Infused with the remarkable 
beautifying and balancing properties of pure plant ingredients, grown 
without petrochemicals or pesticides. No artificial fragrances. No animal 
testing or ingredients. Coexisting with nature. AVEDA. 
AROMAOLOGY -THE ART AND SCIENCE 
OF Pl IRE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCI-iS 
AMP—Alf te 
S A IONS 	 611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA 752-1519 
What is she looking at? p. 3 
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0000#0440w 
Wednesday March 27th  
Information Table in SUB 9:30 am - 3:30 pm 
Peace Corps Video in SUB Room 201 12:15 pm 
"Hidden Rewards - My Peace Corps Experience 
in Guatemala" in SUB Room 202 7:00 pm 
Interviews will be held in the Seattle Regional Office 
after the submission of a completed application. 
For more information 
or to schedule an 
interview call 
te1.1-800/424-8580 
. 4 Love from all angles? Imagine that... 
"Beautiful Girls" shows love from all angles 
BY JASON JAKAITIS 
Coitribtting 6kt/sr 
"Beautful Girls" is an interesting 
concept for a film: it's a "chick-
flick" for guys. Instead of portray-
ing the women as the spurned and 
emotionally distraught better 
halves of men who don't 
appreciate their intelli-
gence and creativity, di-
rector Ted Demme fo-
cuses on the equally dis-
traught guys, their mystifi-
cation with the intricacies of 
women and their fatal flaws 
and insecurities when it comes to 
making long-term commitments. 
While the basis of "Beautiful 
Girls" may seem to only cater to men 
with an excess of openly-flaunted 
emotions, Demme creates a film 
with more testosterone and raging  
hormones than the entire Rambo tril- 
ogy. Complete with tasteless breast 
comments, a room wallpapered with 
supermodels, car (and snow-plow) 
wrecks, fist fights and an assortment 
of other male fantasies, "Beautiful 
Girls" is a perfect date movie that 
has a little for everyone and anyone. 
Instead of creating the typical re- 
lationship film characters that 
exude one distinct character 
trait, the man who won't 
commit, the woman who 
can't find Mr. Right, etc., 
"Beautiful Girls" gives each person 
a believable human personality to go 
along with their blatant flaws and, 
most importantly, focuses upon the 
reasons for who they are. Demme 
creates people, real people who 
could be living next door to you, and 
makes the audience feel their an- 
guish and frustration. It is sexual 
frustration, the likes of which the 
film screen has never seen, that 
drives the film and its characters. 
Revolving around the return of 
Willy (Timothy Hutton) to his home 
town for a high school reunion, the 
film spends a week living the lives 
of a dozen twenty-something adults 
in a nameless New York community. 
Countless tangents and side-plots 
concerning unimportant characters 
add the color, warmth and flavor to 
what is a very slow-paced plot. 
"Beautiful Girls" sports a talented 
and recognizable cast. Hutton, Matt 
Dillon and Michael Rappaport share 
a wealth of personal screen time be-
tween them while Rosie O'Donnell, 
Um a Thurman and Lauren Holly 
share the female leads. This good-
looking and well-cast group give the 
film its fuel. The spark in "Beautiful 
Girls," though, the match that sets  
the film aflame, is Natalie Portman. 
After her well-received performance 
in "The Professional," this 14-year 
old delivers a fantastic rendition of 
a lovestruck girl, wise far beyond her 
years, who nearly snatches a 29-year 
old man out of his engagement. 
Charming and beautiful, Portman 
steals the screen and is magical in 
her consorting with Hutton. 
"Beautiful Girls" is a touching and 
realistic depiction of the frustrations 
of relationships. It casts no one out 
as chauvinistic or pig-headed, but 
rather embraces all pawns in the 
game of love and leaves the audi-
ence feeling grateful for what (who) 
they have or more understanding of 
why they don't. 
• i t• 
E Guava-base 
rating 
system 
5 guavas: the highest 
rating, a classic and 
powerful film. 
4 guavas: put this one 
on your weekend list of 
things to do. 
3 guavas: enjoyable, 
entertaining, worth the 
matinee price at the 
very least. 
2 guavas: usually an ex-
ercise in formulaic 
drollery; no surprises 
here. 
1 guava: takes advan-
tage of the audience's 
trust that films arc 
Lmade to entertain. 
1 
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PEACE CORPS WILL BE 
AT THE UNIVERSITY 
OF PUGET SOUND SOON ! 
Ruby puts aggressive spin on trip-hop 
stiffs, inc. — Nix Nought Nothing 
Ruby — Salt Peter 	  
PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING 
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F or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred 
annuities designed to help build additional assets—money that 
can help make the difference between living and living well 
after your working years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary 
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so 
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local 
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your 
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income. 
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is 
every year. 
As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets 
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices 
— from the T1AA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees 
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying 
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity 
accounts. And our expenses are very low,* which means more 
of your money goes toward improving your future financial 
health. 
To find out more, call 1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a 
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that 
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.' 
Call today —it couldn't hurt. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."' 
°Standard o' Peter:, Inettranty Rating rInalyein, 1995; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc., Ltnprr-Dirranre'Analytoral Data, 1995 (Quarterly). CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional 
Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1800.842-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. 
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It's another good review this week, folks. Are you excited? p. 5 
BY TED SPAS 
741Ks'ic 7Z1viebver 
Okay, so Nix Nought Nothing (the 
debut album from stiffs, inc.) has 
been out for a good long while now, 
thus removing it a tad from my ju-
risdiction as chronicler of all that is 
Hip and Now. I don't care. I would 
be committing a far more grievous 
crime against humanity if I were to 
let an album so thoroughly super slip 
past without comment. This album 
is a genuine triumph. stiffs, inc. do 
every single goddamn thing right. 
If ever a band was more designed 
to punch all my hot buttons, I don't 
know who the hell they were. stiffs, 
inc. have it all. They've got a slick 
Gorey-esque packaging job (think 
about the cartoon intro to PBS' 
"Mystery" show. Pretty much the 
coolest part of the whole show, isn't 
it? That's what most of the art on this 
album looks like), really dapper out-
fits, and even a subtle Crime Story 
theme to loosely bind the whole deal 
together. Best of all, they sound ab-
solutely GREAT. The noise is a cun-
ning cross between the bratty sneer 
of the Sex Pistols and the non-stop 
pogo fun of the Rezillos. Brilliant in 
all ways. 
The songs are all exceedingly 
sharp and clever, with vocalist 
Whitey Sterling pelting out lyrics 
that expertly tread the line between 
poetic brilliance and snide punk stu-
pidity. Check out (just as one of 
many suave examples contained on 
this recording) "Sad Song": "An 
obstetric observation Pre-Cambrian 
Procreation/I don't get it." There's 
all manner of fun to be had here, 
from the we're-so-pretty vacancy of 
"Space Nothing" to the suicidal ob-
sessiveness of "Blown Away Baby." 
Yessir, when it comes to gallows 
humor for a pointless generation, 
stiffs, inc. come prepared. 
Look, kids, you NEED this 
record. It'll liberate you from what-
ever lame gen-x fashion/culture/ 
motivation/humor dysfunctions you 
may be suffering from. Get your 
dress shoes shined up, dust off the 
tommy gun, and get ready to dance. 
Nix Nought Nothing is superb. 
stiffs, inc. are my new favorite band. 
The grade: A as in quick, cleAn 
and efficient. 
* * * 
Quite a lot of this trip-hop busi-
ness going around, isn't there? 
Seems like everyone in the program-
mable music field is laying down  
those shuffling beats, bizarre 
samples, and soulful vocals in hopes 
of staking their claim to the Hip New 
Sound. It's almost enough to make 
one want to start slagging it just to 
reduce the number of artists compet-
ing with Tricky (the one True God 
of this sort of thing). 
The problem is that so many trip-
hop projects are of relentlessly high 
quality, making public mockery of 
them a dangerous business, at best. 
Take, for example, Salt Peter, the 
debut album from Ruby. 
While not as achingly wonderful 
as (for example) Tricky, this is still 
one hell of a fine album. Lesley sings 
with a muscular tension in her voice 
that is truly beautiful, making her 
songs of oppression and deceit into 
pretty dumed powerful concoctions. 
"Tiny Meat," the current single, is a 
particularly fine arena for Rankine's 
vocal talents. Swaggering and tough, 
the song manages to be confessional 
and vindictive at the same time. 
The music touches all the right 
bases, with slight dub flourishes, 
pulsing rhythms, and the occasional 
guitar burst to keep things from get- 
ting stale. Rankine and co-conspira-
tor Mark Walk even manage to break 
a bit of new ground in the trip-hop 
wilderness, adding a fierce, noisy. 
aggression to "Pine," showing that 
Rankine's time with the post-indus-
trial nutters in Pigface was well 
spent. The lyrics to Pigface's 
"Chikasaw" are even recycled into 
the more uptempo "Carondelet." 
 
While Salt Peter doesn't redefine 
any genres, it contains enough force 
and character to make it worthwhile. 
This is definitely a solid record. 
Besides, I've got a big crush on 
Lesley Rankine, so I was pretty 
much destined to dig this anyway. 
The Grade: B+ as in I feel like 
Bumin' this town. 
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Get 12eacly To Groove! 
Second Annual 
lamer Dance 
March 29,1996 
in the Rendezvous 
Rockin' from 10:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. 
featuring... 
36 hours of in-class teaching 
three fully proctored exams 
additional help sessions 
instructor -- Steven Klein 
free application advising 
Price -- $495 
Call now for more information 
on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT 
Next GRE Class begins October 16 
Next GMAT Class begins November 21 
Next LSAT Classes begin December 6 and 7 
11.„11. 	 (,1-) 
, 
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2122 Mildred West — Narrows Plaza — Tacoma, WA 98466 • 565-9367 
WOW ! 
60 DRAUGHT BEERS 
GREAT FOOD 
2 POOL TABLES 
SHUFFLEBOARD 
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Kermit moves from pond to sea in "Treasure Island" 
Muppets' rainbow still connects, even without Henson at the helm 
BY JASON JAKAITIS 
Contribtfing Ektor 
Kermit, Fozzie, Animal, the 
Swedish Chef and the rest of the 
Muppet gang have returned to the 
big screen in "Muppet Treasure 
Island," the first cinematic 
Muppet production since 
Jim Henson's death. This 
latest Muppet adventure, 
pleasantly free of the 
pretentious belief that 
everything old and suc-
cessful can be improved 
with a spoonful of the '90s, 
is still plagued with visible 
animation strings and wires, poorly 
dubbed animal voices, and riddled 
with annoying chorus numbers that 
echo in your head with relentless 
ferocity. In short, it's everything we 
ever loved about the Muppets. 
"Muppet Treasure Island" is re- 
freshing in its "we're not living in 
the '90s" approach to filmmaking 
and its devotion to the old and 
cheesy puppeteering techniques. 
The Muppets look the same (bulg- 
ing eyes, no legs or feet), sound 
the same (except for Animal's 
band, who sold out and 
took a new, dishearteningly 
melodic approach to 
their music-making) 
and act the same 
(Kermit receiving a nose-
crumpling butt-kicking-4i the 
hands of a screaming and over-
dressed Miss Piggy). 
Following loosely (very loosely) 
Robert Louis Stevenson's literary 
classic, the Muppets spend the ma-
jority of the film on the open sea,  
with Kermit at the helm as Captain 
Smollett and Fozzie, a self-pro-
claimed half-wit rich kid (with a 
creature named Bimbo, a concotion 
that would have caused Mr. Henson 
to turn in his grave, living in his 
stupid finger) funding the trek. 
Only two humans have integral 
roles in the film. Tim Curry stars 
as the one-legged Long John Sil-
ver and Kevin Bishop plays the 
lead role as young Jim Hawkins. 
Curry is rnagnificient as the 
bearded buccaneer, conjuring im-
ages of his Rocky Horror Show 
days when he leads his cutthroat 
compatriates in the singing of "Pro-
fessional Pirate." Bishop, though, 
singing and dancing like something 
out of Oliver Twist, seems to have 
no testicles whatsoever. His voice 
soars higher and higher with each  
song and leaves the audience wishing of the audience to their feet (there 
for even Gonzo's wretched, but at least were six people in the audience), 
distinguishably male, voice. 	 dancing and conga-lining for the du- 
The Muppets' ship, theHispaniola, ration of the five-minute song. 
houses what seems to be close to a 	 "Muppet Treasure Island" is a 
thousand singing and dancing crea-  treasure in itself, a precious cache 
tures (most of which you never see of the dread Pirate Henson's golden 
more than once) and also serves as the humor left buried in a wooden chest. 
home for the majority of the laughs, Brushing off the dust, wiping down 
in particular, the ship's crew roll call 	 the jewels, its comical wealth is 
and a pirate-led Copacabana rendition shared freely and generously with an 
of "Cabin Fever" that brought a third eager audience. 
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817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C 
TACOMA, WA 98403 
PH: (206) 593-0134 
4111\1111• 1m 	 FAX: (206) 593-4571 
Write for a catalog / We also do mailorder 
Play hard over Spring Break. You deserve it. p. 7 
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Make up to 525-545 per hour teaching basic 
conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, 
and S. Korea. Many employers provide room & 
board + other benefits. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required! For more 
information call: 
(206) 971-3570 ext. J60891 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT • 
ALASKA EMPLOYME4k 
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ 
per month. Room and Board! 
Transportation! Male or Female. No 
experience necessary. For more 
information call: 
(206) 971-3510 ext A 6 0 8 9 1 
CRUISE 
 JOBS:' 
Students Needed! 
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. working for 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. 
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time 
employment available. No experience 
necessary. For' more infonnation cal; 
(206) 971-3550 ext. C60891 
$ Financial Aid $ 
Attention All Students! 
Over 86 Billion in FREE Financial Aid is now 
available for students nationwide from private 
sector grants & scholarships! All students are 
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's 
income. For more information, call: 
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60891  
EXTRA INCOME 
Top commissions paid to high energy, 
self-motivated, people person. You set 
our own hours! Call 588-3271 
Servers and kitchen help for summer 
and fall wanted. Apply now at May's 
Restaurant. 2514 N. Proctor. 
FUNDRAISER 
Motivated groups needed to earn 
$500+ promoting AT&T, Discover, 
gas, retail cards. Since 1969, we've 
helped groups raise the money they 
need. Call Gina at (800) 592-2121 
x198. Free CD to • ualifiecl callers. 
SUMMER WORK 
Would you like to spend the summer 
working on a Wyoming Guest ranch? 
Ours is on 140,000 acres in the Medi-
cine Bow Mts., next to a wilderness 
area. We serve 100 guests at a time 
with a staff of 85. If you are available 
from June 1-Sept.8 and enjoy both the 
outdoors and being of service to oth-
ers, we'd like to talk with you. For an 
application or information:Bob or 
Margie Howe, A Bar A Ranch, PO Box 
1049, Conifer, CO 80433. (303) 838-
1950• e-mail at abararanch  • aol.com . 
Deluxe 2 bdrm in Northend 
loaded with fullsize W/D, fireplace, 
patio/balcony &D/W. $525 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discount 
Northend 
1&2 bdrm, hot water pd, variety of 
floor plans, off-street prkg.& laundry 
facilities. lbdrm $375, 2bdrm $480 
7301 N.6th 565-8096 or 472-RENT 
$99 Move-in Special 
RAISE $$$ 
The Citibank fundraiser is here to help 
you! Fast, easy, no risk or financial 
obligation-Greeks, groups, clubs, 
motivated individuals, call now. 
Raise $500 in only one week. 
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33 
Self Employment Opportunity 
Need Cash? Look no more. Make 
great money stuffing envelopes. $1.00 
or 3 postage stamps to: 
Annette Barreto 
1807 E. Robin Way Apt. J 
Appleton, WI 54915 
ADOPTION 
Professor dad and creative mom seek 
infant for loving home. Call collect 
(206) 323-0558. 
Historical District 
lbdrm, kitchenpantry & gas cooking. 
Laundry facilities & off-street prkg 
$345 1216N. 6th Str 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discount 
HIM SPIIIN6 BUB! 
ON CAMPUS 
FILMS 
22-24 March- Campus Films pre-
sents "Ace Ventura II: When Na-
ture Calls," starring Jim Carrey. 
Show times are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. 
on Fri. & Sat.; 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. on 
Sun. All shows are in Mc 003. 
HHTS 
8-17 March- Kittredge Gallery fea-
tures color photography by Craig 
Pozzi and paintings by Kenna 
Moser. Gallery hours are Mon. 
through Fri., 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
and Sun., 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Admission is free. 
MUSIC 
8 March- The Organ at Noon series 
continues with "Music for the Be-
ginning of Spring," a concert pre-
sented by Univertity organist and 
professor emeritus of music, Edward 
Hansen. The performance starts at 
12:05 p.m. in Kilworth Chapel. Ad-
mission is free. 
24 March- Edward Hansen will be 
the featured organist for The Fifth 
Annual Bethel Schneebeck Re-
cital, taking place in Kilworth Chapel 
at 3:00 p.m. Admission is free. 
EVENTS 
16 March- The University Women's 
League hosts its 27th Annual Flea 
Market, benefiting the League's fund 
for student scholarships, from 10:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Memorial 
Fieldhouse. The flea market offers a 
wide variety of old and new items, 
and will also have a silent auction. 
Admission is $1. 
.23 March-ASUPS and RHAC spon-
sor Casino Night, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Wheelock Student center. This 
year's theme is "Untouchable Class," 
after the roaring '20's, and the 
evening's events include a talent 
show and a grand prize of a night for 
two at Commencement Bay Bed and 
Breakfast for the biggest casino win-
ner. Admission is $4 at the Info. Cen-
ter, or $5 at the door. Call Della at 
759-5592 for more information. 
28 March- The UPS English Majors 
Club presents "An Evening of Clas-
sic Kitsch," featuring a two hours of 
ice cream sundaes, hors d'oevres, an 
Old English Spelling Bee, and liter-
ary sitcom analysis from 5:00 p.m. 
to 7:00 p.m. in the Rendezvous. Ad-
mission is free, and all are welcome 
to attend. Formore information, call 
Inger Brodey at x3285. 
OFF CAMPUS 
FILM 
8-14 March-The Blue Mouse The-
ater is showing the computer-ani-
mated hit "Toy Story," featuring the 
voice of Tom Hanks. Showtimes are 
nightly on weekdays at 7:00 p.m. and 
8:40 p.m., and Sat. and Sun. mati-
nees at 3:15 p.m. and 4:45 p.m. Ad-
mission is $3 with student ID. Call 
752-9500 for more information. 
.8- 14 /1471017 - Grand Tacoma Cin- 
emas is playing two Oscar-nominated 
films: "Leaving Las Vegas," starring 
Elisabeth Shue and Nicolas Cage, 
and "Sense and Sensibility," star-
ring Emma Thompson and Hugh 
Grant. Admission is $4 before 7:00 
p.m., and $6 after. Call 593-4474 for 
show times. 
MUSIC 
8 March - The world's foremost per-
former of the Native American cedar 
flute, R. Carlos Nakai, will perform 
with pianist Peter Kater at the Rialto 
Theater at 7:30 p.m. A pre-perfor-
mance discussion will be held at 6:30 
p.m. Tickets are $18 and $15, avail-
able through the Broadway Center 
Ticket office, 591-5894. 
8-9 March- Gallery Concerts pre-
sents The Gallery Baroque players 
with guest artist, harpsichordist 
Elizabeth Wright, in a concert en-
titled "The Splendor of Bach." Se-
lections will include music from 
Bach's Art of the Fugue. Perfor-
mance will be at 8:00 p.m. in the Cen-
tral Lutheran Church, 1710 11th Av-
enue (Capital Hill), Seattle. Tickets 
are $16 general admission, $8 stu-
dents. Call 325-7066. 
.9, 15, &17March - The Tacoma Op-
era presents Charles Gounod's ac-
claimed score to Shakespeare's 
tragic love story, Romeo and Juliet, 
at the Pantages Theater. Perfor-
mance times are M9 and 15, 8:00 
p.m., and March 17, 3:00 p.m. Tick-
ets are $40, $35, $25, and $20. Call 
591-5894 for tickets. 
16 March- A Youth Concerto Com-
petition, presented by Northwest 
Sinfonietta, will take place at 8:00 
p.m. in the Rialto Theater. Ticket 
prices are: $18 or $15 for adults, and 
$12 or $10 for students and senior 
citizens. Call Broadway Center 
Ticket Office at 591-5894 for tickets. 
22 March- Jose Feghali, a pianist 
with the Tacoma Symphony, performs 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Pantages Theater. 
Tickets are $22, $17.50, $14, or $11. 
For more information, call 272-7264: 
For tickets, call 591-5894. 
22 March - Grammy-winning Chris-
tian music artist Michael W. Smith 
will play the Tacoma Dome at 8:00 
p.m. Tickets are $19.50, available 
through Ticketmaster. 
23 March- Legendary crooner Mel 
Torme will perform in the Green River 
Community College Fieldhouse in 
Aurora at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $20 
reserved and $15 general admission. 
Call 924-0180 for more information. 
23 March- The 26th Annual Vocal 
Jazz Festival will take place from 
8:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at Green River 
Community College in Aurora. Ad-
mission to the festival is $3. For more 
information, call 924-0810. 
HUTS 
16 March-17Apnl-Commencement 
Art Gallery offers an exhibit by Liz 
Birkholz, on the roles and percep-
tions of women, seen through antique 
images collaged into mixed media 
sculpture. Gallery hours are Tues.- 
Sat., 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Admis-
sion is free. Call 593-4331 for more 
information. 
through March 13- The Broadway 
Center for the Performing Arts hosts 
"Saint Stories," a pictogram display 
by Melissa Weinman, in the Corn- 
mencement Art Gallery, Tuesdays 
through Saturdays from 11:00 a.m. 
to 8:00 p.m. Admission is free. For 
more information, call 593-4331. 
21 March - The Distinguished Poet 
Series, a project of the Tacoma Arts 
Commission, will begin at 6:00 p.m. 
in the Rehearsal Hall. Admission is 
free. For more information, call 591-
5191. 
TIMER 
.8 -23March- The Tacoma Little The-
ater begins its run of the renowned 
play by Lorraine Hansberry, "A Rai-
sin in the Sun," a contemporary 
classic work in African American 
drama. Show times are: March 8, 9, 
14,15, 16, 22, and 23, 8:00 p.m., and 
a matinee on March 17 at 2:00 p.m. 
Tickets are $10 for adults and $9 for 
students and senior citizens. Call 
272-ACT1 for tickets. 
[VENTS 
8-10 March-The Greater North-
west Antiques Spring Show and 
Sale takes place at the Tacoma 
Dome Exhibit Hall, offering col-
lectibles for all varieties of bargain 
hunters. Admission is $4 for general 
public, and $2 for students and se-
nior citizens. The show hours are Fri., 
11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Sat. 11:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m., and Sun. 11:00 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
23 March- Westcoast Comedy pre-
sents a Winter Comedy Festival, at 
the Pantages Theater with perfor-
mances at 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. 
Tickets are $17.50 and $12.50. Call 
the Broadway center Ticket Office at 
591-5894 for more information. 
Teach English in KOREA 
Positions available monthly. BA or BS 
degree required. US$18,500-23,400/yr 
Accomodation &round-trip airfare 
provided. Send resume, copy of di-
ploma, & copy of passport to:Bok Ji 
Corp., Chun Bang Bldg., 154-13 
Samsung Dong, Kang Nam Gu, Seoul, 
Korea 135-090 Tel:011-82-2-555- 
JOBS(5627) Fax:011-82-2-552-4329 
JUST A LITTLE CUTIE 
1 rm furnished studio, W/D, utilities 
pd, no smoke,no pets, $350 475-7379. 
FOR RENT 
Historical District Deluxe 1&2 bdrm 
in all adult community, W/D, con-
trolled access, elevator, social rm, cov-
ered parking available, 1bdrm$475, 2 
bdrm $610 Heritage HouseApts 25 
N.Brdwy 383-1505 or 472-RENT 
Mention this ad for student discount 
Studio in Northend 
Heat &hot water pd, controlled access 
entrance, laundry facilities, quiet resi-
dential st.S275 2310 S.10thSt.627- 
1854/472-RENT $99 Move-in Special 
GET INVOLVED 
Volunteers are needed for the 1996 
Men's Olympic Team Trials- Cycling 
in Seattle on Sunday, May 19th. If In-
terested, call Andy at (206) 441-7460, 
or send e-mail to leslieota@aol.com 
 
Point Defiance 
1 &2 bdrm, D/W, patio/balcony. Close 
to Westgate Shopping. lbdrm $385 
2bdrm $435. Skyline Park 2550 N. 
Vassault 752-9070 or 472-RENT 
$99 Move-in Special 
c Classifieds 
AWESOME DEAL 
Roomate wanted. Large room w/walk-
in closet. Newer house on a quiet street 
5 minutes from campus. $325/month 
includes all utilities. Call 207-0152 
A DOPTION 
Happy Loving Family- Physician, 
R.N., financially secure, desire to 
adopt healthy newbom.Call 964-9345. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
Rewarding, exciting summer for 
sophomore and older college students-
camp counsellor positions available in 
the Colorado Rockies. Backpacking, 
Western riding, water activities, natu-
ral science and many outdoor pro-
grams. Write:Sanborn Western Camps 
P.O. Box 167 Florissan CO 80816 
1&2 bdrm w/fireplace, utility rm &full 
size W/D, patio/balcony. 1 bdrm $450 
2bdrm $525. 5802 N.33rd St.#102 
Call 759-6827 or 472-RENT 
S99Move-in Special 
Historical District 
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled 
access entrance, off-street parking. 
Extended pd. cable, D/W in 2 bdrm. 
Maples Apts. 315 N.J St. 383-3554 or 
472-RENT $99 Move-in Special 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Proctor district 2bdrm house to share 
with UPS grad. Fenced yard, 1 bk from 
Starbucks. $362 + utilities 759-6275 
Charming, huge studio 
with controlled access entrance & ldry 
facilities. 1303 DivisionAve.272-8172 
Mention this ad for student discount En 
FRIENDS 
DON'T LET 
FRIENDS 
DRIVE 
DRUNK. 
U S ppa/rnen• 1.ranslx,. 
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IT's easy TO Lose youxselp in many things. Fox some it's woxlz, pox othexs IT'S a hobby ox IT cinch 
and continuous techno-house music that pRoviaes a axculax sonic lzhythm TO which The intexnal cyc 
in a Tecnpogaky vacation pxom The stxess and anxiety op The outside 
Ac ring on a whim op cumosny TO exploxe The enigmatic nave scene op Seattle, poux TRall eaito 
Sunday night Isepoxe Pxesiaent's Day. The Following is an account op a iypical. Rave thxough The 
xr 
I Really don'T know wheRe The idea FoR Five Thad sTaFFetz.s •ro -V 'if Rave oxfgr rcrs'etd;'.b2ir IT (mg 	 av? 
someThing TO do wiTh my shaRing op some pRevious Rave expeRiences with The orhoz rime. Myselp being The only one 
nor TO lose his OR he -SeaTTle Rave viRginiTy TonighT, I could only wondeR whar The oTheRs weRe expecting. As we 
neared rhe sire, IT was obvious ThaT The exciTemenT op expeRiencing something new was abound. 
As is The case wiTh MOST Raves, This one was siTuaTed in one op The heaviesT indus -nzial aveas OF  The city in an 
abandoned oFFice/apaRrrnenT building along MaRginal Way neaR The PORT OF  SeaTTle. I had been TO Raves aT This 
location beFoRe, bur no Two Raves axe even alike, so I was eageRly anTiciparing The unknown. 
ApTeg parking in a for shrouded in The shadows op main cans and pacromes, we pRoceeded TO assign nicknames 
TO each orheR, should we weer any people who would noT benepiT pzocn knowing anything rtzuThFul about ouRselves. 
As The Reperinve bass-Tones OF  The music grew louden, OUR walking pace began TO Quicken. 
Once inside, we bad a choice between DJs spinning in Two aippexenT Rooms. Once in the main Room we all began 
TO lose ouRselves in The music and sTaRted dancing. AT one point, The aRripcial Fog in The Room 
was so Thick, ThaT visibility was cut TO a were 15 peer. This enhanced The eeRie eppecr op The 
pnedominanTly blue lighTs, twitching danceRs and visual. eppecrs, which consisred op laseR and 
slide pRojecrions onTo see-Though scReens arrached TO The ceiling. 	 he6 	 alli „ Musically, This was The best Rave I had been TO. The peaTuRe DJ, name() "LirrLe" Louie Vega 	 021cati 
the 
ro ),St, oi,wsez 	 n'e 
_ III 
pRow New Yogiz, mixed all diFFeRenT musical styles, especially punk and acoustic gurrax oven 	 c 	 s 	 , 
Ihe 	 , 	 1-(7) -cd his rechno bears. While The visual. eppecrs weRe nor as special as some I had pReviously seen, 	 L 	 //kw 
rhe aTcoospheRe op a Rave is special in irselp. The F ACT ThaT The Rave scene lies complerely 	 T `i 	 ,c-oc; 	 - • 
` 67 16 	 firiettlaid
r. 
/Ned° 	 . „re, 
outside op populaR mends gives IT an `an thin goes- arcnospheRe. Even peRson shows up 
with a unique dancing style and Fashion sense, and TheRe's no Right way TO go about eiTheR. 
SummeR and I have This habit op 
.i;seems we arm actThem like magneTs. 
4:Ound the plyeR Fox This Rave stuck T 
C'41e idea Fox This Mall Field Trzip p 
aliTy aproz Micah shaRed some op h 
Raves. They always used TO seem 
nund wyselp at wy very pitzsT Rave, 
yhlle some op the coysriQue Raves can 
P*meThing inTiziguing abour them. It's 
kr.Spx.ingS pwcii. Maybe IT'S the waReho
Lune op Ecstasy. Maybe IT'S The wul 
Raves have a very diFFeRenT amos 
;447i3eRage dance club and IT'S easy r 
heRe is very LITTLe music at The Rave 
inTeizpiny between heavy bass bea 
The arruze. While mini-backpacks wen 
'dance club I usually go TO, The people w 
.'"'fit seemed like TheRe weizen'T dRessed 
Finally, consideR the arriTude. In gene 
TWO Reasons: TO dance and TO see The 
op youR aveRage club, IT seemed That p 
dancing and To see 1.17-7-le Louie spin. 
aizaw people TO Raves. AFTeR all, deep 
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IF you like smoke, you'll especially love The Searrle Rave scene. Smoke comes ar you 
pzom a bunked dippeRenr locarions—one pow The machine next TO 'LitrIe Louie-, and The 
oTheiz 99 pow varzious RaveRs' MaRlhoRo-oR-clove-smoking mouths. Thar's just a lirrie 
warning Fox you. 
MTh ThaT aside, Good Low) did I have an awesome roe aT ThaT Rave! I usually can't 
lisren TO Techno music FoR morze Than, oh, The rune IT Takes we TO Switch The Radio 
sTarion, bur I have TO agRee with Micah ThaT The music was pahulous. IF I had "Lirrle" 
Louie's home aaagess, I'd send him a ST. PaTgick's Day caga just TO Tell him I Respect his 
TalenT FOR WIXIYIG Tunes. And TO Tell him Happy ST. Parry's Day, op couRse. Bur I looked 
up `Lintz" Lowe in The New YoRk WhiTe Pages, ana I guess Today's just nor my lucky day. 
I guess IF a suave DJ Like "LirrLe- Louie was TO LIST his addRess, The haRRage op pan mail 
could porenrially piss him opp. And Then we'd be our one suave DJ. 
IT was all ThoRoughly enTeRTaining. The Renzo-weiRd armosphoze and skerchy 
assoRTmenr op chaRacTeRs consTanTly Reminded we ThaT I was nor at UPS. I was suRRounded 
by si-RangeRs, which was pRerry cool. Op couRse, my Fellow Thad ediToRs weRe close by, 
bur They suRe didn't look like cry Fellow Mad eon -mu. Coulaney looked Like Paincess Lea 
with pRosThrte. (No oppense, CourzTney. 1 was acrually a bit envious op you blue Lipstick). 
Next Time I go TO a Rave, and rho gg will be a ,...'nexr rune" 	 until the .14gb,;.s 
buRn our 	 te kill SS .D.,:111* 
...the power of music. p. 9 
dugs. FOR some people IT'S The inpecrious aTcnosphene op a Rave, will) ITS pulsing lighTs, eegie eppecTs 
OUR hates can align. Once LOST in The sea op music and aancegs, a gaveg pas his oghegselp immensea 
a ponmen sTapp membeg decided TO pogreiT The FIRST 1)4 op The nexT school week and go TO a nave The 
s Op Five college sTithenTs who neatly aian'T know exact/ whaT TO expect: 
siz:Irbr eke y a like Tfilxplalrirb# sel•-tho§en'tit 4:0107Tippany ." 1 
cling Rave Flyexs wheReveR we go; IT 
eR one SaTuRaay nigh - aT The club, we 
widow op my can. Maybe ThaT's wheRe 
oRiginaTea, buT IT actually became a 
evious Rave aavenruxes with us. 
Touchable TO me. YeT, TWO weeks ago, I 
Rounding by pulses op liGhT and sauna. 
has dissipated, These dances sell have 
TO pinpoinT exactly whaT The inTRigue 
Thar The Raves axe in. Maybe IT'S The 
'Ns. Maybe LT'S just The bass beaT. 
TO Them. Cow pane Them TO The Typical, 
The atppexences. ConsiaeR The music. 
has lyRICS. MOST op The MUSIC IS SIMply 
3 synThesize3 melodies. Also, consiaeR 
e pReaominanT aT The Rave Than aT The 
eaxing compoRTable, danceable ourFiTs. 
mpRess, buT simply aRessea TO dance. 
IT seems, people aT Raves axe TheRe OR 
Unlike The "meaT-marker" aTmosphexe 
wee TheRe TO simply enjoy Themselves 
kink ThaT These aRe The aspects Thar 
n inside, we age all slaves TO The beaT. 
loP 	 s a looked mean—nor like pit-bull-mean—bur hiTchy-evil. mean. had huge blue 	 sw1 12- 	 w 
eb e  001 
spaRkly 
	
ThaT looked like They could walk away by Themselves, and attack 	 itess 	 t kilks • 
e Q' 	 e% ,,1 	 cA) e The unpoRTunare specraro ThaT glanced aT me wrong. So I ThoughT Tippany 	
el 	 vou 
sounded hiTchy enough (no oppense TO The Tippanys op The wox13) TO go with 	 -\_1(2.0C3 
v; 0, 	 A n) 	 av • lips. 	 s 509' 
Dean ReaaeR, you must 	 wonaeRing why in The hell I had blue lips. was  
going TO a Rave-1 could have blue lips and PRincess Lea buns IF I damned well 	 v40  
wanTea TO. I mean, IT was The FixsT Rave ThaT 1'3 even been TO and I wanted TO make 
IT as memoRahle as possible. I wasn'T OisappoinTea. 
Along with The Dad gang, 1 invirea my SISTER and my plena, Ambers. We'd been bubbling oven with Rave 
annciparion Fox weeks hepoRe The venTuRe. In pact, Amhex and I decided IF we itave3 OVER This Dance Then we wee 
going To TRy and be pxopessionals. On The axive back pRom Searrle's mamm al. paRk, we gave each oTheR The 
unaegsToo3 nod op aspiRing pRopessionalism. The music betaken pumping and hi:coping nonstop. I love TO dance so The 
uninTempTe3 melodies were like heaven TO my Dancing glands. 
Summit and I shake a people-waTching hobby so The visuals weRe eQually enTeRTaining. In berween dancing and 
swiRling I noticed a god, axessdheacl-To-Toe in Got() also seQuins. She was a walking ReTizo exhibiT prom "SaTuRaay 
NiqhT FeveR." BUT she aian'T (lance. IT aian'T even look like she had any inTenTion op hReaking a sweaT. She was a 
pRopessional Raven.. She had The aim op someone who came TO sTana by The 17) and he aawivea poR hex iggoressionalism. 
I want To be like hen, in ThaT she had The Rave expeRience... ana The seQuins. Unlike hex, Though,13on'T want TO lose 
The disco. You can'T stop we pRom aancing, nor even wiTh a gold-seQuinea bRibe. IT was like an epiphany. 
So The Thad excuv.sion TO a Rave bRoughT me InsiGbr into new caReex options, social skills (The abiliTy TO corrrxol 
a pain op Really big blue lips) ana MOST impoRranTly how TO (Vince like you Really mean IT. 
-wen ra er " TC4 + ,
" 
	
" 
Fox we, IT all stcikfea'Aintitiftnek*hen flfkdif Wing a ViY6zlidePt111Viertilit IT was his 
inpecnous enThusiasm ThaT got me hooked on The iaea op Raving ana so when Tony 'rota we the Mad 
was planning a pup, TheRe was no way in hell I was going TO pass This by. I Told my mom The basic 
!manse op a Rave and she saia, saunas Dangerous. Be caReput, honey: So wiTh mom's 
warning in my head ana weaving my RoommaTe's oveRalis, I gleepully headed TO Searrle with The 
ReST OF The gang. 
Now I am a pairhpul member op The Searrle club scene, having an-achea myselp TO a club in 
Searrle as soon as I was op age, bur I love TO knee move Than anything, so I was Oa Fox The 
oppoRTuniTy TO get OUT Thar weekend. The gave itselF, as Tony saia, has an armosphexe ThaT is 
geavea move TowaR3 aancing Than meeting people, buT IT 3ian'T keep we piton) looking. Besides, I 
am a people waTcheR Through an3 Through, an3 The Rave pRoviae3 me wiTh a gRear oppoRTuniTy TO 
obsevve all aippexenT Types op people. 1 noTiceo RaveRs come TO see specipic 121s, nor TO hear 
certain songs as you wouLa at a conceRT, which takes some getting usea TO. AnoTheR Funny Thing 
abouT RaveRs is They will pay $15 Fox an event ThaT may nor happen, pay $10 poR pills Thar MOT 
JUST he aspirin, hut They will hesitate like crazy hepoRe They will pay $2 FOR a boTTle op warea! 
My only complains abouT The evening is ThaT we has TO leave so eavly. We all had classes The 
next day, so IT was unaeRsTan3a131e, bur we leFr about 
2:30 a.m., haly an houv into -Little Lowe's set, and he 
was spinning great music. IT was an amazing evening 
ana I know Tony ana I will go again soon. 'Cause y'know, 
1 don't wain -To he a Tweak, buT I can'T help myselp. 
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EYE ON THE BALL, Brian Feeney takes a cut in a game against Western Baptist. 
Not an brad is 
created equal. 
Outs is superior. 
Fresh, stone ground 
whole wheatby hand, daily. 
It can't get much fresher! 
Variety of breads and sweets 
*Certified chemical free 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 
50% OFF 
ONE LOAF OF BREAD! 
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SUBWAY" 
is the way! 
Bring your ticket for a great discount after the 
Gin Blossoms Concert 
TONIGHT 
Come to the Subway 
Located at 6th and Junett 
right by Taco Bell 
p. 10 How young are they...hmm? 
Young Loggers ride enthusiasm to victories 
BY JASON JAKAITIS 
A ss;stotpd ,5p#rt.s plitor 
The UPS baseball team began 
their season very impressively, win-
ning three out of their first four 
games. Scheduled for a game on Fri-
day and doubleheaders on Saturday 
and Sunday, the Loggers excelled in 
the face of both stiff competition and 
harsh weather. 
Friday's contest, the first game of 
the season and Coach Ken Garland's 
first game as a head coach, pitted the 
Loggers against Concordia Univer-
sity. 
Trailing in the sixth inning, Chris 
Schlecht hit an inside the park home 
run with two men on base as two out-
fielders collided while tracking his 
drive to left-center. That, along with 
Brian Feeney's earlier solo shot pro-
vided the offensive spark to pull out 
a 10-9 victory. Freshman Andy Duke 
was a perfect 2-2 with an RBI double 
in his debut and senior Brian 
Sundahl (1-0) earned his first vic-
tory of the season. Freshman Russ 
Kolar came in to earn his first save 
of the season. 
The Loggers split a doubleheader 
against Western Baptist, 2-4 and 5-
4, on Saturday at Burn's Field. The 
freshman shone once again in the 
second of the two games, with Dan 
Mierzwa picking up the win after 
pitching three innings of one-hit ball  
and Jeff Sakamoto going 2-3 with a 
pair of clutch RBIs. Mierzwa's im-
pressive performance was the first 
time he'd taken the mound in four 
years. 
Coach Garland said of the disap-
pointing 4-2 loss against Western 
Baptist, "Our pitching and defense 
was good but offensively we didn't 
do anything to speak of. Give credit 
to their pitchers, they kept our bat-
ters off-balance the entire game." 
Taking to the road for the first 
time, the Loggers travelled to Port-
land to face highly-touted Lewis & 
Clark College. Ranked as one of the 
top three teams in the nation in the 
preseason NAIA polls, Lewis & 
Clark proved no match for a youth-
ful and excited Logger team. 
Marc Wallace, another freshman, 
pitched four innings of one-hit ball 
and Ryan Wilson had a pair of RBIs 
in a 7-6 conquest. The second game 
was cancelled due to rain but the 
Loggers had taken a 5-4 lead, thanks 
to a 3-3 batting performace by Corey 
Van Lith, in the sixth and were 
threatening to pull away when the 
game was called. 
Coach Garland was pleased with 
his team's performance this week-
end, "We could easily be 5-0 if we'd 
made a few key plays, but I'm 
pleased with the production we're 
getting out of the younger guys and 
the leadership by of the veterans." 
Controversial loss to Vikings 
ends men's basketball season 
BY MICAH RICE 
4 prrts FA;t:T 
An up-and-down basketball sea-
son (Ante to a close on Fcb. 28 in 
controversial fashion as the Loggers 
- were eliminated in the first round of 
the PNWAC playoffs by the West-
ern Washington Vikings, 60-58. 
Senior Jared Leuck rebounded a 
missed jumper and appeared to have 
put it in befok the final buzzer 
sounded, evidently tying the game. 
However, the officials ruled that the 
shot came after the buzzer, thus giv-
ing the win to the Vikings. 
The final minutes of the game 
were a -seesaw affair that pivoted on 
several crucial plays. After a evenly 
played second-half, Leuck gave the 
Loggers a 58-56 lead when he hit 
two free thiows with 1:11 remain-
ing. The lead was short-lived, how-
ever, as Western's Chris Morrison hit 
a 3-pointer on the Viking's next pos-
session, putting them up by one. 
The Loggers failed to score on the 
following possession and were 
forced to foul. The Vikings made 
one of their free throws, thus giving 
the Loggers a chance to tie. Sharp-
shooting guard Kevin Grant was 
able to get off a shot from just in-
side the 3-point line in the final sec-
onds, which Leuck rebounded and 
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nearly scored upon. 
Senior Whitney Dixon was the 
leading scorer for the Loggers with 
18 points, while Leuck tallied 14 
points. 
Dixon was honored as an honor-
able mention PNWAC team mem-
ber along with junior Bryan 
Vukelich, who received first-team  
honors. Vukelich led the league in 
rchoundiug with 10.0 hoz:T(1s per 
itame, while finishing near the top 
in scoring with 17.3 points per game. 
Wester: Washington was defeated 
in their next PNWAC tournament 
game by Lewis-Clark State, who 
went twainst Seattle University for 
the league title on Tuesday. 
HIGH RANKINGS, as well as high expectations, await Logger softball in 1996. 
When it's 
STUDY TIME 
it's 
PIZZA TIME 
5.50 	 6.50 
Medium 	 Large 
1 topping PiZZA pizza TIME 
1 topping 
pizZa 
759-5711 
Open Late 
Sunday -Thursday 10 a.m - 1 a.m. 
Friday & Saturday 10 a.m. - 4 a.m. 
SWINGING INTO HIGH GEAR, both Logger tennis 
teams captured victories last weekend at the UPS 
Tennis Pavilion, which equalized early season defeats. 
The great expectation. p. 11 
Logger softball hopes to meet expectations 
BY MICAH RICE 
.ports EAit or  
One consistency of Logger athlet-
ics in the 90's has been the softball 
team's ability to continually place in 
the higher portion of the national 
rankings. After a second-place fin-
ish at the national tournament in 
1991, followed by another runner-
up performance last year, the Log-
gers have established themselves as 
one of the top NAIA softball squads 
in the nation. 
The talent, as well as the expecta-
tions, are again high for the 1996 
campaign. The Loggers are cur-
rently third in the preseason national 
polls and seem to possess all the nec-
essary attributes to remain among 
the elite. A trio of seniors including 
center fielder Trista Dawson, catcher 
Kristin Wilson and Angela Merlo at 
second base, are expected to serve 
as the team leaders for a number of 
talented freshmen on this year's 
squad. 
"Our seniors really typify what 
Logger softball is about," said Coach 
Robin Hamilton. "Overall, we're a 
good team fundamentally. Defen-
sively, we focus on limiting the other 
team to what they deserve.".  
"We have most everyone back," 
said Wilson. "Players have stepped 
up to replace the three players that 
we did lose from last year. And we 
have some good freshman that 
should help us." 
Indeed, the Loggers possess se-
nior leadership that covers nearly all 
aspects of the team. Dawson, be-
sides heading the outfielders, also 
fills the leadoff spot in the batting  
order. Wilson captured all-tourna-
ment honors at last year's national 
tournament while playing first-base, 
but has since moved to catcher for 
this season, a tribute to her versatil-
ity. Merlo, besides being a key com-
ponent of the infield, displays a su-
perb work-ethic and greatly lives up 
to her job of being a role-model, ac-
cording to Hamilton. 
The pitching staff will be headed 
by Sarah Noble and Heather 
Paulsen, who is also the starting 
shortstop and a recipient of first-
team All-American honors last year 
as a sophomore. 
Tomorrow's season opener at the 
Central Washington University 
Tournament in Selah marks the be-
ginning of a very busy week for Log-
ger softball. The Loggers' opener 
will be against Lewis and Clark Col-
lege, followed be a match against 
George Fox College. On Saturday, 
the tournament schedule has the 
Loggers playing Western Washing-
ton, Pacific Lutherin and Western 
Oregon. Sunday's action will be 
single elimination, with pairings to 
be determined by Friday's and 
Saturday's results. 
Between tomorrow and Mar. 15, 
The Loggers will play at least 12 
games. The later part of the week, 
will be spent in Hawaii, with a pair 
of games against Chaminade Uni-
versity and four against Hawaii-Pa-
cific University, who are currently 
ranked seventh in the nation. 
"The team raised $10,000 for the 
trip to Hawaii," said Hamilton. 
"That in itself is indicative of who 
they are. They're approaching this 
season in the same manner." 
Conference play will begin at the 
end of the month with a trip to Olym-
pia to face St. Martin's College. The 
Loggers are one of five teams in the 
Pacific Northwest Athletic Confer-
ence, which also includes St. 
Martin's, Central Washington, West-
ern Washington and Simon Fraser. 
Although the Loggers are pre-
season favorites to win the confer-
ence title, the players aren't taking 
anything for granted. 
"They can all challange for the 
title," said Wilson when asked about 
the other teams in the PNWAC. 
"Western Washington and Simon 
Fraser should be especially tough." 
This year marks the ushering m 
of the Loggers' new field, located 
just east of the Fieldhouse. How-
ever, the Loggers won't play their 
first game on the new field until 
April 6 against Western Washington, 
nearly a month into the season. 
From there, the Loggers play eight 
of their next nine games at home 
before entering post-season play. 
The Loggers are setting their 
sights on improving on last year's 
3U-11 record and earning a return 
trip to the national tournament, 
where they fell 3-1 last year in the 
championship game against Okla-
homa City College. According to 
the players, the team has the talent 
to do both. 
Tennis teams score home 
victories during weekend 
BY JENNIFER HATTON 
„Skil liVriter 
It was another winning weekend 
for the Logger tennis teams. Both 
the men and women won their 
matches against Lewis & Clark, 9-
0. What are their goals from this 
midpoint of the season? Coach 
Steve Bowen stated that, "The teams 
are doing very well and still improv-
ing. Our next goal is to just win as 
many matches as possible." 
The team members are encour-
aged by their past few weeks of play. 
The men's record is 3 -2 and with this 
win, the women have evened their 
record at 3-3. After tough defeats in 
the beginning of the season, Coach 
Bowen thinks his teams are now well 
on their way to obtaining their ulti-
mate goal of winning the regional 
tournaments at the end of April. 
The next UPS tennis matches will 
be at home when the men take on 
Willamette on March 8 and Portland 
State on March 9. The next women's 
matches will be during Spring Break. 
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Track opens at OW 
BY JASON JAKAITlS, 
A ssistitnt ,peres gAitrr 
The Logger track and field team got 
themselves into their season last Sat-
urday when they attended the Wash-
ington Preview meet in Seattle. The 
Washington Preview is held annually 
as a showcase of the Division I 
school's speed and athleticism but 
more than a few Loggers showcased 
their own considerable talents. 
Dana Murray finished 5th in the in 
the women's 1500 meters with an im-
pressive time of 4:40.86. Her time 
qualified her for the NAIA National 
Track and Field Meet, eclipsing the 
qualifying time of 4:42.24. 
Allman Dirks finished 4th in his 
1500 heat, 2nd among competing col-
lege athletes, with a time of 3:52.8. 
His time also qualified him for the 
NAIA Nationals in Atlanta, Georgia. 
In longer runs, the Loggers were 
best represented by My Nguyen and 
Greg Fox. Nguyen ran the 3(XX) meter 
race in 10:32, while Fox covered the 
5000 meter race in 15:22. 
The Logger's next meet is the 
Salzman Invitational at Pacific 
Lutheran University on Saturday, 
March 9. 
raC 
MC 
Salzman Inv. 
cr Perkland 
10:30 a.m. 
Men's Tennis 
March 8 
Milan-tette U. 
UPS 
4:00 p.m. 
* 
March 9 
Portland State 
UPS 
1:00 p.m. 
Women's Tenn i 
Marc 
BLUE MOUSE 
2611 N. Proctor • 752-9500. 
7:00 & 8:40 Nightly 
Matinee Sat & Sun 3:15 & 4:45 
1. 	 Adults:$4.00- Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00 	 A 
rjrik- Matinee $3.00 & $2.00-Tuesday Night all seats $3.00 ATLI 
Senior and 
Student 
Discounts! 
2514 N. Proctor 
756-5092 
Mon-Sat 
11 am-9pm 
Sun 4-9 pm 
Food 
TO GO! 
Viergetacede Redeatateuet 
  
   
the Puget Pacer 
to Benefit "KIDS CAN DO!" 
Saturday April 27, 1996 
Baker Stadium 
8:30 A.M. Registration 
9:30 A.M. Kids Fun Run (13 & Under) 
10:15 A.M. 5K Walk 
I0:00 A.M. 5K Run 
1 I :15 A.M. Prizes, Awards, Music, Food 
Entry Fees 
$10 Entry donation for participants 14+ 
$ 7 Entry donation for participants 14 & under. 
Prizes will be awarded in the following categories: 
1st & 2nd place male/female in the fun run and 5k run. 
Top team money raiser, and to the team with the most partici-
pants. 
All participants will be eligible to receive additional prizes from 
drawings. Individuals must be present to win. 
Call CIAC at x3767 for more information and/or registration forms. 
Co-cordinators: Jenny Stephens, Greg Holt 
p. ,12 Sports briefs? Why not Sports boxers? 
tion for the teams, following 
the cancellation of a previous 
match on March 4. 
The men's team lost three 
of five members from last 
year's team, but according to 
team members, the addition of 
talented freshmen should 
equalize the loss. 
—Micah Rice 
Intramural 
Championships 
to be decided 
The competitors in intramu-
ral tennis, wallyball and bas-
ketball championships have 
been decided and the games 
will be played on March 7. 
In coed basketball action, 
the Players 6 with face off 
against the Coed Coalition to 
see who will reign supreme as 
the coed basketball champi-
ons. In League B of the men's 
BY MIR TRALIGHBER 
Siff inNitg* 
Both lacrosse teams traveled 
to distant schools for competi-
tions on Saturday, March / The 
men's team played. Simon 
Fraser in Burnaby, Canada 
while the women's team headed 
out to Whitman for a play day 
against several schools. 
The men's team, worn out 
from their long trip to Canada 
on Friday night, faced a tough 
game and lost 4-11. The big-
gest problem they faced was the 
relative inexperience of their 
players, particularly compared 
to those of Simon Fraser. Ben 
Jiminez explained, "In Canada, 
lacrosse is a national sport like 
football or soccer." 
The women's team played 
basketball intramural league, 
Beta plays. the Hidero Bros. for 
the intramural crown. Beta won 
the Leaeuc A intramural men's 
basketball crown on March 6th 
with a victory over Sigma Nu. 
The men's single tennis semi-
finals and championships con-
clude on the 7th after heated 
competition and rivalry. 
The RHA Wallyball playoffs 
pit Phibhs and Seward against 
each other for the ultimate 
Wallyball championship and the 
accompanying bragging rights. 
The Spring Intramural season 
finished accepting entrants on 
March 5 and are scheduled to 
begin play after Spring Break. 
Among the Spring Intramural 
sports are 9 and Ten foot basket-
ball, four-on-four volleyball, soc-
cer, softball and ultimate frisbee. 
All sports have both a men's and 
a coed league. Four-on-four vol-
leyball also has a women-only 
team league. 
—Jason Jakaitis 
Golf ready to tee- 
up 1998 season 
The UPS men's and women's golf 
teams will begin action on March 19 
at the City Championship tournament 
at the Olympia Country Club. 
The competition will include local 
schools and will be the first competi- 
Logger lacrosse 
hits the road 
Men's team travels to Canada, 
women challange teams at Whitman 
four strong games on Saturday. 
They beat University of Washing-
ton in their first game by a score 
of 6-4. They went on to tie West-
ern by a score of 9-9, but lost a 
close game to Laxon by a final 
score of 6-5. In their fourth game 
they managed to tie Whitman by a 
score of 5-5. - Though their games 
last Saturday will not count for 
their league competition; the Log-
gers got the chance to play many 
of the teams that they will face 
later in the season. 
Overall, the women's perfor-
Mance at the play day was prom-
ising. Members of the team felt 
they played well in particularly 
close games. During all four 
games the team displayed a good 
passing game and an ability to 
transition smoothly from offense 
to defense. 
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It's the length that counts... p. 13 
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LETTORms 
Audience member defends 
students, freedom of 
speech daring Holocaust 
lecture 
Editors of the Trail: 
Freely expressed opinions are not 
a threat to any democratic society, 
in fact, we don't have to agree with 
any ideologies or opinions. We do, 
however, owe it to ourselves to lis-
ten, evaluate, and possibly learn 
something new and different in the 
process. On Wednesday, February 
21, the greatest showing of hypoc-
risy yet at UPS found its way to yet 
another lecture. The puppets of "po-
litical correctness" once again co-
erced their neo-Socialist, leftist ways 
upon brave, democratic thinkers 
who were simply asking legitimate 
questions. 
During the question and answer 
part of this Holocaust rally, some 
students without a sacred cow in this 
subject decided to ask "politically 
incorrect" questions about the incon-
sistency of the speaker's lecture. 
These college students asked ques-
tions that were responded to in a 
hostile manner. For the Trail or any-
one else to say that these students 
claimed "The Holocaust never hap-
pened" is faulty logic at best and 
feeble-minded dishonesty at worst. 
What I did hear these students say 
is that half of what Mr. Linenthal was 
claiming to be true simply has been 
previously discredited by orthodox 
historians and revisionist historians 
alike. Mr. Linenthal's response to 
these questions was a passive, "All 
historians are revisionist, you are 
Holocaust deniers, and it is that ide-
ology that tries to make fascism an 
acceptable political ideology." Mr. 
Linenthal failed to recognize that in 
a "fascist" society, any ideologies 
thought to be a threat to the state are 
prohibited. These students stand for 
freedom of speech, academic free-
dom and intellectual freedom. One 
of these students' shirts read, 
"FREEDOM OF SPEECH." Is free-
dom of speech what you would find 
in a society based on democratic 
ideas, or in Mr. Linenthal's leftist 
society of censorship? College stu-
dents should feel free to ask any 
question they want. 
The Trail, oi- Combat Zone (same 
thing), made the sarcastic remark  
that the "Holocaust Deniers" 
claimed the earth isn't round either. 
Galileo said the earth was round; he 
was also persecuted for what he dis-
covered from his own research to be 
true. The masters of political correct-
ness disliked his opinion and pun-
ished him for it (which is your 
equivalent of debate, name calling!). 
This "little something" was called 
the Enlightenment for all the follow-
ers out there. We students as inde-
pendent thinkers should promote 
open debate on this subject between 
orthodox historians and the "Holo-
caust deniers." Unlike Linenthal's 
scapegoat tactics in answering a 
member of the audience with yet 
another question, we must ask for 
evidence, not just take what we have 
been taught on faith alone. If the 
"Deniers" are so easy to disprove, 
then what are we afraid of? After all. 
they are only small minded people, 
right? Why don't we encourage open 
debate on this subject? If the "De-
niers" are wrong, they will self-de-
struct. It makes me wonder why 
people go through so much to cur-
tail their messages. Next time a jour-
nalist decides to write on this sub-
ject, I hope the journalist will inves-
tigate the subject first instead of 
making up lies. 
I have an audio recording of what 
happened at this lecture, and I want 
to point out just a few errors in the 
Trail's article. First of all, these stu-
dents never claimed to be "Italian 
Nationalists." Second, Mr. Linenthal 
did answer that the figure of Jews 
killed at Auschwitz has been low-
ered to 1.5 million. The Trail 
claimed Mr. Linenthal responded by 
stating "Six million casualties was 
a correct estimation and perhaps 
even that is too small." How ridicu- 
lous, previously historians claimed 
four million Jews were murdered at 
Auschwitz, and now it is 1.5 million. 
Let's see, four minus 1.5 equals 2.5; 
where did the 2.5 million people go? 
Also, Mr. Linenthal was the one who 
asked if the students could prove 
something without using personal 
documentation and artifacts, not the 
other way around. The students 
claimed that this is exactly what re-
visionists use to discredit parts of the 
Holocaust story. 
In the Trail's article, a student 
claimed that these students called 
Mr. Linenthal names, and he re-
sponded calmly with facts. Actually, 
it was Mr. Linenthal who personally 
attacked the students, not the other 
way around. These students simply 
asked questions that Mr. Linenthal 
could not answer, so he side stepped 
them. How is asking questions about 
the Holocaust anti-Semitism? Stu-
dents should be encouraged to inves-
tigate the Holocaust story the same 
way they are encouraged to investi-
gate every other historical event. 
Students should not be treated like 
people challenging some state im-
posed religion. 
I leave you with this: 
"General impressions are never to 
be trusted. Unfortunately when they 
are of long standing they become 
fixed rules of life, and assume a pre-
scriptive right not to be questioned. 
Consequently, those who are not 
accustomed to original inquiry en-
tertain a hatred and a horror of sta-
tistics. They cannot endure the idea 
of submitting their sacred impres-
sions to cold blooded verification. 
But it is the triumph of scientific men 
to rise superior to such superstitions, 
to devise tests by which the value of 
beliefs may be ascertained, and to 
feel sufficiently master of them-
selves to discard contemptuously 
whatever may be found untrue."—Sir 
Francis Galton 
David Stennett 
Students criticize naivete of 
student's anti-apathy letter 
To the Editor, 
I am writing this in response to last 
week's letter from Richard Cochrane 
entitled, "Ignorance and laziness of-
fer no excuse for apathetic students." 
Mr. Cochrane, let us please be fac-
tual. First of all, I'm not sure if you 
need to be criticizing apathetic stu-
dents and the students present at the 
President's Dinner in the same 
breath. Somehow, I think you are 
getting two very different groups of 
people mixed up. As an ex-member 
of more committees and clubs than 
I care to think about, I feel as if I 
know far too much about the way 
things work at this university. I have 
indeed "raised my ass off the couch" - 
and repeatedly written the letters, 
asked the questions, and been in : 
volved in the groups that you so flip-
pantly suggest have an amazing 
power to change things. Given your 
vehemence in suggesting that stu-
dents either try to change things or 
"shut up," I must assume that you 
yourself have been similarly com-
mitted to changing things at the Uni-
versity. If such an assumption is un-
substantiated, I must insist that you 
yourself "shut up." 
However, assuming that you have 
been seriously involved in activities 
and organizations here at Puget 
Sound, I am astounded that you 
could possibly write such an erro-
neous, naive letter on the issues of 
controversy on campus. Since I am 
so committed to taking advantage of 
every possible opportunity in my 
life, I will take this one to correct 
the misguided observations and fla-
grant inaccuracies in your letter. First 
those of us who 
::::questioned the tenure 
stem at the president's 
:::rouse were neither 
pathetic nor accusatory. 
e addresed our 
gitimate questions in a 
'public, open forum. 
of all, I am not sure if either the stu-
dents or the programs at UPS are the 
"best and brightest" that our coun-
try has to offer, but whether we are 
the "Harvard of the West" or not 
(you decide), I think that incoming 
freshmen could probably use some 
guidance on the various clubs and 
organizations on campus. Second, 
while any underground publication 
that manages to generate contro-
versy and critical thought is certainly 
a welcome addition to any college 
campus, I am not positive that The 
Usual Suspects has had any kind of 
effect on the "stagnant intellectual 
air" here at UPS. Furthermore, and 
without delving into a sincere ques-
tioning of exactly how something 
can be both stagnant and intellectual, 
I must defend those who choose not 
to write forThe Usual Suspects based 
on the content and perspective of the 
publication. It is possible to be "re-
bellious" without joining the most 
obvious "rebellious" groups; not 
everyone who chooses not to align 
themselves with the viewpoints of 
that publication are lemmings. Out 
of curiosity, are you planning a revo-
lution any time soon, Mr. Cochrane? 
Compared to the relatively minor 
irritation with which I read the above 
points in your letter, I found myself 
incensed at the suggestions you 
made in your fourth paragraph, 
which concerned the public ques-
tioning of the details and validity of 
the tenure process at the President's 
"Fireside Dinner." First, I think'that 
any experienced lawyer would be 
hard-pressed to label the interroga-
tion of President Pierce and Dean 
Potts on the tenure system as "bad-
gering." In many ways, the tenure 
system determines what kind of an 
education we will receive here; it 
controls which instructors remain at 
this institution and which ones must 
leave after six years. When this sys-
tem seems to be responsible for the 
unwarranted loss of effective and 
beloved instructors, it must be ques-
tioned unapologetically. Further-
more, while you assert that, "None 
of those questioning Urruela's re-
lease even knew the details of the 
evaluation," the fact is that every one 
of us who asked specific questions 
about Urruela's loss of tenure were 
aware of both her specific situation 
and the general tenure process. In 
fact, one of us had even read all of 
Urruela's student evaluations for the 
four semesters that were under re-
view. 
It was this knowledge of Urruela's 
overwhelmingly positive student 
evaluations that led us to ask Presi-
dent Pierce whether or not she had 
ever attended a single class of 
Urruela's. It remains our belief that 
the final decision-maker in the ten-
ure process should have at least a 
few minutes of practical experience 
in the instructor's classroom. No-
body at the university would be so 
foolish as to suggest that President 
Pierce "Attend all professor's 
see LETTERS page 14 
r. Linenthal failed to 
cognize that in a 
ascist" society, any 
eologies thought to be a 
rest to the state are 
rohibited. These students 
nand for freedom of 
emit, academic freedom 
and intellectual freedom. 
What would 
you do for a 
Klondike bar? 
"Do the words 'tuba', 'butt' 
and 'face' mean anything to 
you?" 
Will "Hard-boiled Cop" 
Smith 
"I'd give you a big, wet, sloppy 
tongue kiss." 
—Chris Gregor 
"Kill." 
—Pope Violent III 
"I've never had a Klondike 
bar." 
—Steve Siehl 
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Cuba: the dog that bites 
the hand that hits it 
from LETTERS page 13 
waste her time in such a fashion. 
However, we felt justified in asking 
the President if she has ever seen 
Professor Urruela teach a class, 
given that she made the final deci-
sion to release Urruela from her po-
sition at the University. Finally, the 
fact that Pierce had to inform us that 
the entire process is confidential and 
"cannot be discussed" does not give 
me more confidence in the system 
and the University's administration; 
indeed, it frightens me more than 
anything. Once something is confi-
dential and no longer open to dis-
cussion, it becomes impossible to 
question. 
Those of us who questioned the 
tenure system at the president's are 
neither apathetic nor accusatory. We 
addressed our legitimate questions 
and concerns in a public, structured 
forum. In the spirit of your letter, one 
of us even asked President Pierce 
r. Cochrane, I wish I 
uld share your blind 
Snfidence in our school's 1.4 
ministration, but 
fortunately, my 
periences have taught 
me otherwise. 
whether or not orchestrating a stu-
dent rally in protest of Urruela's dis-
missal would be effective. Given the 
stock answers of Pierce and Dean 
Potts at the dinner, it seems evident 
that a student rally should be the next 
step for Urruela's supporters. How-
ever, if your unswerving support of 
the administration and obviously 
problematic tenure system is any 
representation of the UPS student 
body's mentality, a rally would cer-
tainly fail. . 
Mr. Cochrane, I wish I could share 
your blind confidence in our school's 
administration, but unfortunately, 
my experiences have taught me oth-
erwise. YES, the Dean of Students 
was asked to explain the tenure sys-
tem, not only because the system 
seems to fail both professors and stu-
dents, but also because understand-
ing the ins and outs of this system is 
often as difficult for professors as it 
is for students. YES, I have to won-
der about a system that seems to re-
ject a high percentage of female pro-
fessors who consistently receive 
rave reviews from their students. 
YES, I think that involvement and 
action are more important than 
whining. And I can assure you that 
students will not simply complain 
about President's Pierce's decision 
to deny tenure to Urruela; they will 
continue to fight this misguided de-
cision every step of the way. As for 
yourself, perhaps the next time you 
decide to get yourself "involved" by 
writing a letter to the Trail you wil 
take the time to be more thoughtful 
and factual. Don't miss that oppor-
tunity, Mr. Cochrane. 
Sincerely, 
Kim Gonzales, Chad Thompson 
and Jason Schmier 
Short, not-so-sweet 
criticism from reader 
Dear Mr. Editor and staff, 
Have you ever considered produc-
ing an OBJECTIVE and informative 
newspaper? You should change the 
name to, the Trail–Striving to pro-
duce a politically correct society. 
Jeff Gilmore  
BY TODD STARKWEATHER 
,5 ow Writer 
Every time I journey back to my 
home I am amazed at the relation-
ship between my father and our dog 
Kiwi. Like most small dogs Kiwi 
displays a temper and propensity to 
bark every second that he is awake. 
My whole family has grown accus-
tomed to his behavior and has 
learned how to deal with him. Ev-
ery one except my father, who curses 
at the dog, teases him, and has at-
tempted to strike him a few times. 
My father is then consequently 
amazed that Kiwi gets angry at him. 
Kiwi never barks at the rest of my 
family, just my father. And he wants 
to know why. 
This situation is now being played 
out between America and Cuba, as 
it has been for the last thirty-five 
years. (Cuba plays the part of Kiwi, 
America the part of my Dad.) Since 
the Castro regime took power in 
1959, America has constantly main-
tained an aggressive attitude toward 
Cuba. Not surprisingly, the Castor 
regime has grown increasinly defi-
ant of America.This is by no means 
a defense of Castro, his regime or 
the fatal attacks on two civilian air-
craft by the Cuban government. The 
Cuban people would be far better off 
without Castro than with him. The 
Cuban people would also be better 
off if America rethought it foregin 
policy towards Cuba. Most of the 
sanctions against Cuba do not effect 
the Castro government — they harm 
the Cubans, and, most particularly,  
the Cuban Americans who still have 
family in Cuba. Halting telephone 
service and money transfers to Cuba 
will not dent the power of Castro. It 
will undoubtedly make life difficult 
for innocent Cubans and Cuban-
Americans. 
The idea of using uni-lateral sanc-
tion against Cuba as a means to dis-
lodge Castro from power is flawed 
to begin with. Almost every major 
Western nation, except for America, 
carries on diplomatic and economic 
relationships with Cuba. Castro has 
successfully wooed foreign inves-
tors into Cuba, which means more 
money for Cuba, and more time in 
power for him. American policy to-
wards Cuba is also unpopular with 
other nations. U.N. member nations 
are unlikely to vote for increased 
sanctions against Cuba. Yet America 
continues on a foreign policy path 
that has no practical purpose except 
angering an already unruly dictator 
without 
Yet more than the unpracticality 
of American treatment towards 
Cuba. They bully Cuba around 
while they embrace countries which 
have no better human rights records, 
like China and Vietnam, with open 
arms and wallets. The promise of 
economic gain can make one over-
look human rights violations. If 
Cuba had the ecomonic appetizers 
of China or Vietnam, America would 
not continue to bully Cuba. America 
should bully equally, or not bully at 
all. Yet we still continue to kick 
around the small dog and then won-
der when it bites back. 
Trail staff extends campus invitation 
I guess some people are upset out 
there. Upset by the Trail, or so I 
hear. It's funny, though... except for 
a few letters to the editor, I haven't 
heard a peep from anyone. It would 
seem that most students on this 
campus would sit at home and bitch 
and stew about how the Trail is 
staffed by amoral, Satan-worship-
ping, leftist-leaning thugs rather 
than take any concrete steps to cor-
rect the problem. 
I, frankly, am sick of it. 
Let me explain a few things to 
the ever-alert student body and 
hopefully clear up any ill feelings 
that may exist: 
First of all, this is a student- run 
newspaper. While this may seem 
like an obvious point, many "out-
siders" seem to forget that we are 
not in fact professional newspeople. 
We are simply humble students, try-
ing to work in Trail office hours in 
between classes, homework and 
other activities. Some of us also 
hold work-study jobs and have to 
fmd time for our significant others. 
I take my editorship at the Trail 
very seriously, but at the same time, 
I simply do not have enough hours 
in my life to make it the sole focus 
of my existence. This leads, at times, 
to a less-than-perfect paper. 
Don't think I'm making excuses 
for us. I am very proud of the paper 
and of the staff behind it. This se-
mester especially, we have an office 
full of people working each week to 
produce the best newspaper pos-
sible. I'm sick of being sneered at 
when people find out I work for the 
e point I'm trying to 
ake is this if you want to 
rite for the paper, come 
own to the office. Don't 
other to knock—just 
balk right in Tell 
Whoever you see that you'd 
Ike to write for us. 
Trail. I'm fed up with snotty punks 
claiming that they could do a better 
job, if only the Trail would end its 
cliquish ways. And the next person 
who tells me that "the Trail sucks" 
without offering one piece of con-
crete evidence is going to get a 
punch in the nose. 
The trouble as I see it is the fact 
that not too many people really un-
derstand what goes on in the Trail 
office. I get the impression that 
people think the campus newspaper 
is a closed circle, entertaining only 
those lucky enough to have landed 
a postition on staff. 
I'm going to let everyone in on a 
little secret: it's not difficult to work 
for the Trail. Often we are practi-
cally begging for people to come 
write for us. We print as many let-
ters to the editor as space will allow 
and are always willing to accept 
guest editorials. The point I'm try-
ing to make is this: if you want to 
write for the paper, come down to 
the office. Don't bother to knock–
just walk right in. Tell whoever you 
see that you'd like to write for us. 
You will be received with open arms 
and an invitation to our weekly 
meeting. Anyone is welcome at our 
meetings (Thursdays, 9:00 p.m.) 
and everyone is invited to come take 
part in the student media. 
If this is all too much for you, 
simply write a letter to the editor. It 
won't take you more than ten min-
utes (more if you stop to proofread) 
and you'll be communicating with 
us clearly and effectively. Plus, 
you'll get to see your name in print. 
Our job here is to provide for the 
needs of the student body. If no one 
tells us what they want, we simply 
print what we think is appropriate 
and hope someone reads it and ac-
tually thinks about what was writ-
ten. Frankly, if you are not willing 
to get involved and tell us what you 
would like to read about or what you 
think about the paper, you don't de-
serve to have your voice heard. 
Don't expect us to come begging 
for your opinions any more; things 
have gone on this way long enough. 
It's our responsibility to put out a 
good paper, and it's your responsi-
bility to be an active member of 
your community. We've done our 
part—meet us halfway or else just 
shut up. 
Arai! 
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KUPS: El Presidente Interview Exclusive! 
The news event of the century has recently transpired at the University of Puget Sound. The mysterious 
and reclusive El Presidente, Dictator Elect of the prestigious school (known as the "Harvard of the West") 
chose to break her infamous silence and grant an interview to a crack KUPS reporting team. El Presidente is 
renowned for her reluctance to make statements "on the record" (except of course for here in the Combat 
Zone, where we seem to have a delightfully impish knack for catching her making all sorts of wacky 
declarations. What a minx!), yet she has deemed it appropriate for a pair of ska DJs to ask her all sorts of 
meaningful, probing questions about UPS, tenure policies and her appreciation of legendary pop bands. 
In a campus media coup, we at the Trail have scammed our way into the rights to reproduce a portion of 
the interview transcript for the edification of the reading public. We also hope that this will help make up for 
our tendency to obsess over sex, drugs, and rock n' roll rather than actual news. 
The Official 'transcript 
(The interview is conducted 
by Dutch; a sophomore, and 
Lefty, also a sophomore. El 
Presidente arrived accompa-
nied by her press secretary 
and her bodyguard/personal 
trainer, Reg.) 
Dutch: Good afternoon, El 
Presidente. Welcome to the 
KUPS studios. 
El Presidente: Do not vex 
me, mortal. 
Lefty: Er, certainly not, 
ma'am. Furthest thing from 
our mind. First question... this 
is an easy one. What's your 
favorite color? 
Press Secretary: El 
Presidente's official favorite 
color is beige. 
Reg: Really? I thought it 
was red. 
El Presidente: Silence, 
rabble! The Color of the Week 
will be... mauve! El Presidente 
has spoken. 
Dutch: Wonderful, great, 
really super! Mauve and beige 
and red, gosh, that's really 
amazing! Tremendous! We 
support that fully! Does that 
diversity of colors reflect your 
policy on CA_MPUS diversity 
in any way?  
(awkward silence) 
Press Secretary: I thought 
it was understood that we 
were not going to discuss that 
issue. 
Dutch: Um... I just thought 
that since we were all set up 
for a harmless answer... I just 
thought we could, y'know, get 
it out of the way... or some-
thing. 
El Presidente: I don't un-
derstand what's wrong with 
you, little man. You got our 
check, yes? Then do what 
you're told. How hard can that 
be? 
Lefty: WHO'S YOUR FA-
VORITE MONKEE?! 
Reg: Stop shouting or I'll 
clock you in the puss. El 
Presidente does NOT like 
loud noises. 
Lefty: Sorry. I was just get-
ting a bit nervous. The 
Monkees? 
El Presidente: DO NOT 
PRESSURE ME! 
(sound of Lefty being struck 
by a riding crop) 
(El Presidente and her press 
secretary confer in hushed 
tones) 
El Presidente: Peter Tork. 
Lefty: Can I ask why? 
El Presidente: No. 
(awkward silence) 
Dutch: Urn. 
Lefty: Ah. 
Dutch: Has there been any 
work done on the proposed 
crack house yet? 
El Presidente: That infor-
mation is supposed to be clas-
sified. How the hell did you 
find out about that? 
Dutch: What... it was in the 
Trail... everybody knows that? 
What's going on? I thought we 
were cleared to ask that one. 
Press Secretary: Shut this 
simpering clod up, Reg. He's 
become a liability. 
(sounds of a severe beating 
ensue) 
El Presidente: Now then. 
This WILL be the last ques-
tion. 
Lefty: Ah... help... gah... did 
I already ask about the 
Monkees? 
El Presidente: You did. 
Lefty: Oh god. THANK 
YOU EL PRESDENTE FOR 
TAKING TIME OUT OF 
YOUR BUSY SCHEDULE 
TO TALK WITH US! 
(end of transcript) 
There you have it, folks. KUPS assures us that the interview did resume and actually continued for another 
half hour, and hoo boy was it ever thrilling. We hope you all enjoyed perusing the transcript and found it as 
enlightening as we did. Have a good night and a pleasant tomorrow. 
.1==j1' 10:Replace with something else. 
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